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than clerks or religious ;x in such a case, postulation would
be made to the Pope, c aliud est postulari, aliud eligere \2
But behind Gratian's clearness of principle, it is apparent
that there was vagueness, confusion, and variety of practice.
Such definitions as are attempted are occasionally contrary
to later practice.3
In the years which followed Gratian's work, up to 1215,
gaps in the law were filled up, confusion straightened out,
and vagueness displaced  by definition, largely by papal
action.  As a safeguard to the tradition was built up a
precise and intricate procedure whose formalities it was
necessary to follow with the utmost care and exactness.
The advance is indicated by the Quinque Comfilationes Anti-
quae, published at intervals between 1190 and 1226, and
the Decretals of Gregory IX", published in 1234.   The title
De Electione et ekcti fotestate in the latter work consists of
sixty chapters, of which fifty were in the contents of the
Quinque Compilationes Antiquae\ it is noteworthy that the
first forty-five came from decretals and decrees of councils
published prior to the death of Innocent III.    In these
forty-five chapters, difficulties of principles and procedure,
referred to the Papacy from time to time, were dealt with in
the most concrete, definitive way.   The right of making
the election was declared to belong to cathedral clergy,
and the part to be played by the prince, and the validity
of contrary customs, defined.   Out of the variety of forms
of elections three were declared to be valid:  c scrutiny',
* compromission *, and ' quasi-per inspirationem \ What con-
stituted suitability in the character of the elect was de-
tailed ; also, on what occasions a chapter should elect and
when postulate, and in what circumstances the right of
election lapsed to the Archbishop.  The main structure of
procedure had been created;   all later work was but an
elaboration or explanation of formalities already defined, or
a solution  of unforeseen  difficulties which  had arisen
through their practice and working.
For if between  1215 and  1272 there was little new
1 Decretum I, Cap. 1-8, Disk LXI.	* Ibid., Cap. 10, Dist»LXL
3 e.g. ibid., Cap. 35, Dist. LXIII, on the right of the religious to* share in
elections.

